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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cations field, and in particular, to an inter-device coordi-
nation method, an interference determining method, a
beam training method, and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A conventional operating frequency band in
conventional mobile communication is mainly a frequen-
cy band lower than 3 GHz, and spectrum resources are
extremely crowded. However, on a high frequency band
(such as a millimeter-wave or centimeter-wave band),
there are rich available spectrum resources, spectrum
resource shortage can be effectively relieved, and ex-
tremely high-speed short-range communication can be
implemented. Therefore, it can be considered that mining
and application of high-frequency band resources are a
development trend of future mobile communication. A
beamforming (BF) technology is widely used in high-fre-
quency cells for coverage enhancement. The beamform-
ing technology is a technology that performs weighted
processing on each physical antenna based on an adap-
tive antenna principle and by using an antenna array and
an advanced signal processing algorithm. From a per-
spective of a receive end, the entire antenna array is
equivalent to one virtual antenna. After weighted
processing is performed, the antenna array forms a nar-
row transmit beam that aims at a target terminal, and
forms a null in a direction in which the received end is
interfered with, to reduce interference.
Inter-cell interference is an important issue in a cellular
communications network. In the prior art, an inter-cell
interference coordination (ICIC) technology is usually
used to resolve inter-cell interference. The ICIC technol-
ogy is used to allocate resources between cells. A cell-
center user may use resources of all frequency bands,
but cell-edge users in adjacent cells use resources of
different frequency bands. In this way, interference be-
tween adjacent cells can be avoided, and cell spectrum
efficiency can be improved.
It may be understood that, in the ICIC technology, it is
configured that edge-users in adjacent cells use inter-
frequency resources, to avoid interference between the
adjacent cells. However, in the beamforming technology,
to aim at the target terminal, the transmit beam formed
by the antenna array dynamically traces a location of the
target terminal, and the transmit beam may trace the tar-
get terminal from a cell-center location to a cell-edge lo-
cation, or even trace the target terminal to a neighboring
cell. In this case, it cannot be ensured that cell-edge users
in adjacent cells use resources of different frequencies.
Therefore, in the high-frequency cell in which the beam-
forming technology is used, the ICIC technology has al-
ready been incapable of effectively coordinating interfer-

ence between cells, and the prior art provides no method
for effectively coordinating interference between high-
frequency cells, either.
[0003] WO2015/032437 discloses a method for sched-
uling and/or muting of radio resources in a wireless com-
munication system. US2015/0103784 discloses a meth-
od and a system for beam coordination between base
stations in wireless cellular systems.

SUMMARY

[0004] Embodiments of the present invention provide
an inter-device coordination method, to coordinate inter-
ference between high-frequency cells. The embodiments
of the present invention further provide a related beam
training method, and a related apparatus, device, termi-
nal, and system. The method, the apparatus, the device,
the terminal, and the system provided in the present in-
vention are applied to a wireless communications sys-
tem. The wireless communications system includes a tar-
get terminal, a first device that provides a service for the
target terminal, and a second device.
[0005] Aspects of the present invention are provided
in the appended claims.
[0006] Optionally, the coordination message may fur-
ther include information about a resource used on the
first beam. In this way, after receiving the coordination
message, the second device may reduce, on the second
beam, use of the resource used on the first beam, without
greatly reducing a power of the second beam, so that the
second beam can still normally serve another terminal.
[0007] According to the inter-device coordination
method provided in the embodiments of the present in-
vention, the first device sends the first beam to the target
terminal, and receives the notification message sent by
the target terminal, where the notification message is
used to indicate that the first beam is interfered with by
the second beam sent by the second device, and the
notification message includes the identifier information
of the second beam; and the first device performs trans-
mission coordination with the second device according
to the notification message, to reduce the interference
from the second beam to the first beam. After the method
is implemented, the first device can determine the inter-
fering beam, and further can coordinate with the second
device, to reduce the interference caused by the inter-
fering beam. In addition, in the method provided in the
embodiments of the present invention, the interference
is reduced by means of inter-device coordination, without
statically configuring that edge-users in adjacent cells
use inter-frequency resources. Therefore, inter-device
interference coordination can be implemented in high-
frequency cells.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008]
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FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an ICIC technology;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a basic structure
of a wireless communications system according to
the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an embodiment of an inter-
device coordination method according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 (a) is a flowchart of an embodiment of a beam
training method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 (b) is a flowchart of another embodiment of a
beam training method according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a structural diagram of an embodiment of
an inter-device coordination apparatus according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a structural diagram of another embodiment
of an inter-device coordination apparatus according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of another embodiment
of an inter-device coordination apparatus according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of an embodiment of
a beam training apparatus according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a structural diagram of another embodiment
of a beam training apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a structural diagram of another embodi-
ment of an inter-device coordination apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a structural diagram of another embodi-
ment of an inter-device coordination apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a structural diagram of another embodi-
ment of an inter-device coordination apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a structural diagram of another embodi-
ment of a beam training apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 14 is a structural diagram of another embodi-
ment of a beam training apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0009] Embodiments of the present invention provide
an inter-device coordination method, to coordinate inter-
ference between high-frequency cells. The embodiments
of the present invention further provide a related beam
training method, and a related apparatus, device, termi-
nal, and system. Descriptions are separately provided in
the following.
[0010] The method, the apparatus, and the system pro-
vided in the embodiments of the present invention are
mainly applicable to a wireless communications system.
The wireless communications system may specifically
include a Long Term Evolution (LTE, Long Term Evolu-

tion) system (including 2G, 3G, and 4G systems, and a
subsequent 5G system), a Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) sys-
tem, a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WIMAX,) system, or another system.
[0011] The device (including a first device and a sec-
ond device) used in the embodiments of the present in-
vention may specifically include a base transceiver sta-
tion (BTS) in the 2G system, a NodeB (NodeB) in the 3G
system, an evolved NodeB (eNB, evolved NodeB) in the
4G system, a base station in the subsequent 5G system,
a home evolved NodeB (HeNB), a relay node (Relay), a
femto (Femto) base station, a pico (Pico) base station, a
WiFi access point (AP), or another device.
[0012] The terminal used in the embodiments of the
present invention may specifically include a user terminal
(UE) such as a mobile phone, a tablet, a personal com-
puter PC, and a mobile PC, and further includes a cus-
tomer-premises equipment (CPE), a WiFi station (STA),
or another terminal.
[0013] In the prior art, an ICIC technology is usually
used to resolve inter-cell interference. The ICIC technol-
ogy mainly includes two coordination manners: fractional
frequency reuse (FFR, Frequency Reuse) and soft fre-
quency reuse (SFR, Soft Frequency Reuse). For basic
principles of the ICIC technology, refer to FIG. 1. In an
FFR technology, a user in a cell-center area may use all
frequency bands, but a user in a cell-edge uses only par-
tial frequency bands, and edge users in different cells
use different frequency bands, so that the edge users in
the different cells are not interfered with by a signal in a
neighboring cell. In an SFR technology, a cell-edge user
may use all frequency bands, but powers on some of the
used frequency bands need to be reduced, to reduce
interference to a neighboring cell. It can be learned that,
the ICIC technology is a method for statically allocating
a specific resource to a user in a cell-edge area, to im-
plement interference coordination.
[0014] A conventional operating frequency band in
conventional mobile communication is mainly a frequen-
cy band lower than 3 GHz, and spectrum resources are
extremely crowded. With development of science and
technology, a demand for mining high-frequency band
resources becomes increasingly obvious. In the embod-
iments of the present invention, a cell that uses a high-
frequency band resource is referred to as a "high-fre-
quency cell". Because a wavelength of a high-frequency
signal is relatively short, a size of an antenna for the high-
frequency signal is also relatively small, and it is suitable
to perform BF for the high-frequency cell by using a large-
scale antenna array. A BF technology is a technology
that performs weighted processing on each physical an-
tenna based on an adaptive antenna principle and by
using an antenna array and an advanced signal process-
ing algorithm. From a perspective of a receive end, the
entire antenna array is equivalent to one virtual antenna.
After weighted processing is performed, a high-frequen-
cy antenna array can form a slender beam that aims at
a target terminal, and then communication is performed
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with the target terminal by using the slender beam. Be-
cause the beam is relatively narrow, the beam has a rel-
atively small coverage angle, and in a communication
process, a direction of the beam needs to be adjusted
by continuously tracing a location of the target terminal,
to always maintain relatively good communication quality
with the target terminal. It may be understood that, if the
target terminal moves from a cell-center area to a cell-
edge location, a beam transmitted by using the BF tech-
nology also needs to trace the target terminal to the cell-
edge location. In this dynamic beam coverage manner,
a specific resource cannot be allocated to a user in a cell-
edge area of a high-frequency cell, and therefore the ICIC
technology used in a relatively fixed static coverage man-
ner of a cell is not suitable for implementing interference
coordination.
[0015] To resolve a problem of interference coordina-
tion between high-frequency cells, an embodiment of the
present invention provides a related inter-device coordi-
nation method. It should be noted that the method pro-
vided in this embodiment of the present invention can be
used to coordinate interference between high-frequency
cells, and also is applicable to low-frequency cells such
as 2G, 3G, and 4G systems.
[0016] The inter-device coordination method provided
in this embodiment of the present invention is applicable
to a scenario in which a device in a wireless communi-
cations system performs beam polling or another sce-
nario. Referring to FIG. 2, the wireless communications
system includes at least a target terminal, a first device
that provides a service for the target terminal, and a sec-
ond device that causes interference to the first device.
Generally, the first device and the second device are lo-
cated in adjacent cells, or may not be located in adjacent
cells. This is not limited herein. The first device and the
second device may exchange data by using a high-speed
interface (for example, an interface between base sta-
tions). Based on the system shown in FIG. 2, referring
to FIG. 3, a basic procedure of the inter-device coordi-
nation method provided in this embodiment of the present
invention includes the following steps.
[0017] 301. The first device sends a first beam to the
target terminal.
[0018] The first device sends the first beam to the target
terminal, and the target terminal receives the first beam.
This embodiment may be applied to a scenario in which
the first device communicates with the target terminal,
and in this case, the first beam may be a slender beam
obtained by means of beamforming.
[0019] In addition, as mentioned above, in a high-fre-
quency cell, a slender beam is used to communicate with
a user. Because the slender beam has a relatively small
coverage angle, before establishing a connection to the
target terminal, the first device needs to determine a lo-
cation of the target terminal first. Generally, the first de-
vice determines the location of the target terminal by
means of beam polling (which is also referred to as beam
scanning). Specifically, due to a limitation from a radio

frequency design, the first device cannot simultaneously
transmit a plurality of beams in a plurality of directions.
In this case, when the first device does not learn of the
location of the target terminal, the first device succes-
sively sends a polling beam in each direction of an area
that needs to be covered, to find an approximate location
of the target terminal. The method is beam polling. Dif-
ferent from the slender beam that is specially used to
communicate with a specific user, the polling beam is a
broadcast beam that has a relatively large coverage an-
gle, so that the location of the target terminal can be found
by using a relatively small quantity of polling beams. This
embodiment may be further used in a beam polling sce-
nario in which the first beam may be a polling beam re-
ceived by the target terminal.
[0020] This embodiment may be further applied to an-
other scenario in which the first beam may be another
type of beam. This is not limited herein.
[0021] 302. The second device sends a second beam
to the target terminal.
[0022] The second device sends a beam in each di-
rection of space, and sends the second beam in a direc-
tion of the target terminal. The target terminal receives
the second beam. Similar to step 301, the second beam
may also be a slender beam, a polling beam, or another
type of beam. Because the second device does not serve
the target terminal, the second beam sent by the second
device is an interfering signal for the target terminal.
[0023] Generally, a device adds identifier information
of the device to a beam sent by the device. Particularly,
the second device sends a beam in each direction that
needs to be covered. Therefore, to distinguish between
these beams, the second device in this embodiment sets
identifier information for these beams, and each piece of
identifier information is used to uniquely identify one
beam. The identifier information may be an identifier, a
characteristic sequence, or another form, and the second
device adds the identifier information to a corresponding
beam. Therefore, the second beam received by the target
terminal carries identifier information of the second
beam.
[0024] Alternatively, step 302 may be performed be-
fore step 301, and this is not limited in this embodiment.
[0025] 303. The target terminal measures the received
first beam and second beam.
[0026] The target terminal measures the received first
beam, to obtain a first measurement quantity. The target
terminal further measures the received second beam, to
obtain a second measurement quantity.
[0027] A measurement quantity of a beam may be a
parameter in many forms, and may specifically include
one or more of the following parameters: a reference sig-
nal received power (RSRP) of the beam, reference signal
received quality (RSRQ), or a signal-to-noise ratio of the
beam, or may be calculated according to some param-
eters thereof, or may be another parameter. In this em-
bodiment, a larger measurement quantity indicates a bet-
ter signal quality of a beam.
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[0028] 304. If a first measurement quantity and a sec-
ond measurement quantity meet a preset condition, the
target terminal sends a notification message to the first
device.
[0029] If the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity meet the preset condition, it indi-
cates that the second beam causes interference to the
first beam. The target terminal sends the notification mes-
sage to the first device, and the first device receives the
notification message. The notification message includes
the identifier information of the second beam.
[0030] The preset condition may include many preset
conditions. For example, if the first measurement quantity
and the second measurement quantity meet one or more
of the following conditions: the first measurement quan-
tity is less than a first preset value, the second measure-
ment quantity is greater than a second preset value, or
a difference between the first measurement quantity and
the second measurement quantity is less than a third
preset value, the target terminal determines that the first
measurement quantity and the second measurement
quantity meet the preset condition. The difference be-
tween the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity is obtained by subtracting the sec-
ond measurement quantity from the first measurement
quantity, and the first preset value, the second preset
value, and the third preset value may be positive num-
bers, negative numbers, or 0.
[0031] 305. The first device performs transmission co-
ordination with the second device.
[0032] After receiving the notification message, the
first device performs transmission coordination with the
second device, to reduce the interference from the sec-
ond beam to the first beam. Specifically, after receiving
the notification message, the first device sends a coor-
dination message to the second device by using an in-
terface between the first device and the second device,
to perform transmission coordination. The coordination
message may include the identifier information of the
second beam.
[0033] After receiving the coordination message, the
second device may learn that the second beam causes
interference to the beam sent by the first device. In this
case, the second device adjusts the second beam, to
reduce the interference from the second beam to the first
beam.
[0034] There are many methods in which the second
device adjusts the second beam. For example, the sec-
ond device may reduce a power of the second beam, or
directly disable the second beam. In this way, the inter-
ference from the second beam to the first beam is greatly
reduced. A quantity by which the second device reduces
the power of the second beam may be determined by
means of negotiation with the first device, or may be de-
termined by the second device. This is not limited herein.
In addition, the coordination message may further include
information about a resource used on the first beam (in-
cluding a time-frequency resource and/or a code re-

source). Specifically, a frequency domain resource used
on the first beam may be represented by a physical re-
source block (Physical Resource Block) or other infor-
mation, and a time domain resource used on the first
beam may be represented by an almost blank subframe
(ABS, Almost Blank Subframe), preset TDD uplink-
downlink configuration (TDD UL-DL Configuration) infor-
mation, or other information. After receiving the coordi-
nation message, the second device may reduce, on the
second beam, use of the resource used on the first beam.
This step may be specifically implemented in a manner
such as reducing a power of the time-frequency resource
used on the first beam, partially reducing use of the time-
frequency resource and/or the code resource used on
the first beam, or not using the time-frequency resource
and/or the code resource used on the first beam. In this
way, the power of the second beam does not need to be
greatly reduced while the interference from the second
beam to the first beam is reduced, so that the second
beam can still normally serve another terminal. A quantity
by which the second device reduces the power of the
time-frequency resource used on the first beam may be
determined by means of negotiation with the first device,
or may be determined by the second device. This is not
limited herein. Alternatively, the second device may ad-
just the second beam by using another method, and this
is not limited herein.
[0035] It should be noted that, in the prior art, trans-
mission coordination is also performed between the first
device and the second device. For example, in the prior
art, if the first device determines that the second device
affects the first beam, the first device notifies the second
device of the time-frequency resource used by the first
device. In this case, on a corresponding time-frequency
resource in a cell-edge area, the second device stops
sending data or sends data by reducing a power. How-
ever, different resources are no longer configured for a
cell-edge area and a cell-center area in a high-frequency
cell. Therefore, in this method, the second device needs
to restrict use of the resource on all beams. This undoubt-
edly reduces spectrum utilization efficiency of a system
greatly. However, in this embodiment, use of a corre-
sponding resource is restricted only on the second beam
that causes interference to the first beam. In this way,
the system can maintain relatively high spectrum utiliza-
tion efficiency.
[0036] In the method provided in this embodiment, the
first device can determine an interfering beam, and fur-
ther can coordinate with the second device, to reduce
interference caused by the interfering beam. In addition,
in the method provided in this embodiment of the present
invention, the interference is reduced by means of coor-
dination among the first device, the target terminal, and
the second device, without statically configuring that
edge-users in adjacent cells use inter-frequency resourc-
es. Therefore, inter-device interference coordination can
be implemented in high-frequency cells.
[0037] Steps 303 and 304 are optional steps. After re-
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ceiving the first beam and the second beam, the target
terminal may also determine, by using another method,
that the second beam causes interference to the first
beam, and then sends, to the first device, a notification
message that carries the identifier information of the sec-
ond beam and identifier information of the second device.
[0038] Particularly, in step 304, the target terminal may
also send the notification message to the second device,
and the notification message includes the identifier infor-
mation of the second beam. In this case, in step 305, a
method in which the first device performs transmission
coordination with the second device may specifically in-
clude the following steps: The second device directly re-
duces the power of the second beam or disables the sec-
ond beam; or the second device determines, from the
first device by using an interface between devices, the
resource used on the first beam, and then the second
device does not use, for the second beam, the resource
used on the first beam, or reduces, on the second beam,
the power of the resource used on the first beam.
[0039] Particularly, in a running process of a wireless
communications system, the target terminal may receive,
a plurality of times at different moments, beams sent by
the first device. In this case, the target terminal may use,
as the first beam, any one beam in the received beams
sent by the first device; or use, as the first beam, a beam
that has best signal quality in the received beams sent
by the first device; or use, as the first beam, a specified
beam in the received beams sent by the first device. More
particularly, the target terminal may use, as the first
beam, a set of the plurality of received beams sent by
the first device. That the target terminal measures the
first beam means measuring each beam in the first beam,
where an obtained measurement quantity is an average
value (which may be an arithmetic average value or a
weighted average value) of measurement quantities of
all the beams in the first beam, or averaging measure-
ment results of a beam for the corresponding beam, that
is, each beam has a measurement quantity.
[0040] Similar to the foregoing paragraph, the target
terminal may use, as the second beam, any one beam
in received beams sent by the second device; or use, as
the second beam, a beam that has best signal quality in
received beams sent by the second device; or use, as
the second beam, a specified beam in received beams
sent by the second device. More particularly, the target
terminal may use, as the second beam, a set of a plurality
of received beams sent by the second device. In this
case, that the target terminal measures the second beam
means measuring each beam in the second beam, where
an obtained measurement quantity is an average value
(which may be an arithmetic average value or a weighted
average value) of measurement quantities of all the
beams in the second beam.
[0041] Particularly, in some embodiments of the
present invention, a smaller measurement quantity of a
beam may indicate a better beam. In this case, the preset
condition in step 304 is changed to: the first measurement

quantity is greater than the first preset value, the second
measurement quantity is less than the second preset val-
ue, or the difference between the first measurement
quantity and the second measurement quantity is greater
than the third preset value. If the first measurement quan-
tity and the second measurement quantity meet any one
of the foregoing conditions, the target terminal deter-
mines that the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity meet the preset condition.
[0042] In this embodiment, the first device provides a
service for the target terminal, and a beam transmitted
by the second device is an interfering signal for the target
terminal. It may be understood that the second device
also serves a terminal in a cell in which the second device
is located, and a beam transmitted by the first device is
also an interfering signal for the terminal in the cell in
which the second device is located. Therefore, in step
301, the first device may also set identifier information
for each beam that is transmitted by the first device, and
add the identifier information to a corresponding beam,
so that the terminal in the cell in which the second device
is located determines a beam that causes interference
to the terminal.
[0043] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the second
device configures identifier information for a transmitted
beam, and the second device adds the identifier infor-
mation of the second beam to the second beam, so that
the terminal can determine the interfering beam. This
method can be well applied in a scenario in which a rel-
atively small quantity of beams exist, such as a beam
polling scenario. However, when communicating with a
terminal, a device uses a slender beam with an extremely
small coverage angle, and the device sends a huge quan-
tity of such beams. Therefore, allocating identifier infor-
mation to each slender beam consumes a huge quantity
of resources.
[0044] Generally, after determining the location of the
target terminal by using a method such as beam polling,
the first device performs beam training with the target
terminal, and further determines a serving beam used to
communicate with the target terminal. Different from the
polling beam, the serving beam is not a broadcast beam,
but a beam specially used by the first device to commu-
nicate with the target terminal. The serving beam may
be obtained after an antenna array is processed by using
a beamforming technology. The serving beam is relative-
ly slender, and has a long coverage distance but a rela-
tively small coverage angle. Therefore, the serving beam
is also referred to as a pencil beam. It may be understood
that, when communicating with the target terminal by us-
ing the serving beam, the first device may be still inter-
fered with by a signal of an interfering cell. For such a
scenario, an embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides another inter-device coordination method, and a
basic procedure includes the following steps.
[0045] 401. A target terminal sends a request message
to a second device.
[0046] The target terminal sends the request message
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to the second device, and the request message is used
to request to perform beam training with the second de-
vice. The second device receives the request message.
[0047] 402. The second device performs beam training
with the target terminal.
[0048] After receiving the request message, the sec-
ond device determines whether to perform beam training
with the target terminal. If a determining result is that the
second device performs beam training with the target
terminal, the second device performs beam training with
the target terminal.
[0049] A process in which the target terminal performs
beam training with the second device is similar to a meth-
od in which the target terminal performs beam training
with a first device. For example, the second device may
send a plurality of beams in a range at a relatively large
angle, and then determine, according to response infor-
mation of the target terminal, a relatively small direction
range in which the target terminal is located, and then
re-send a plurality of beams in the direction range, to
further determine a direction range of the target terminal.
After a plurality of times of determining, the second device
can relatively precisely determine a direction of the target
terminal.
[0050] It should be noted that, because a channel con-
nection does not always exist between the second device
and the target terminal in a communication process, in
the prior art, the target terminal does not perform beam
training with the second device.
[0051] A result of the beam training performed by the
second device with the target terminal is used to deter-
mine the direction of the target terminal and further de-
termine an interfering beam sent by the second device
in the direction. An operation of determining the interfer-
ing beam may be performed by the second device, or
may be performed by the target terminal. Descriptions
are separately provided in the following.
[0052] Referring to FIG. 4 (a), FIG. 4 (a) describes a
scenario in which the operation of determining the inter-
fering beam is performed by the second device, and a
specific procedure includes the following steps.
[0053] 403. The second device determines identifier
information of an interfering beam.
[0054] After performing beam training with the target
terminal, the second device can relatively precisely de-
termine the direction of the target terminal. In this case,
a beam sent by the second device in the direction is the
interfering beam.
[0055] In this embodiment, the second device may fur-
ther determine the identifier information of the interfering
beam. Specifically, the second device may determine
one or more of a transmit angle for transmitting the inter-
fering beam, a transmit matrix for transmitting the inter-
fering beam, or identifier information of the target terminal
that receives the interfering beam, or may determine in-
formation in another form. This is not limited herein.
[0056] Particularly, in this step, the identifier informa-
tion of the interfering beam may be alternatively deter-

mined by the target terminal, and then the second device
obtains the identifier information from the target terminal.
The identifier information, of the interfering beam, deter-
mined by the target terminal may specifically include one
or more of a receiving angle at which the target terminal
receives the interfering beam, a precoding matrix indica-
tor (PMI, precoding Matrix Indicator) of the interfering
beam, or identifier information of the target terminal, or
may be information in another form. This is not limited
herein.
[0057] 404. The second device performs transmission
coordination with a first device. After determining the
identifier information of the interfering beam, the second
device adjusts the interfering beam according to the iden-
tifier information of the interfering beam, to perform trans-
mission coordination with the first device to reduce inter-
ference from the interfering beam to the target terminal.
[0058] To reduce the interference from the interfering
beam to the target terminal, the second device may di-
rectly reduce a power of the interfering beam or disable
the interfering beam. In addition, the second device may
further send a coordination message to the first device,
and the coordination message includes the identifier in-
formation, of the interfering beam, determined by the sec-
ond device in step 403. In this way, after receiving the
coordination message sent by the second device, the
first device can learn of the interfering beam that causes
interference to the target terminal, and further can per-
form coordination with the second device, to reduce the
interference from the interfering beam to the target ter-
minal. For example, the second device may reduce the
power of the interfering beam, and a quantity by which
the second device reduces the power is determined after
the second device negotiates with the first device. The
first device may further determine information about a
resource (including a time-frequency resource and/or a
code resource) used on a serving beam, and notify the
second device of the information. After determining, from
the first device, the resource used on the serving beam,
the second device may reduce, on the interfering beam,
use of the resource used on the serving beam, such as
reducing, on the interfering beam, a power of the time-
frequency resource used on the serving beam, partially
reducing use of the time-frequency resource and/or the
code resource used on the serving beam, or not using
the time-frequency resource and/or the code resource
used on the serving beam. In this way, the power of the
interfering beam does not need to be greatly reduced
while the interference from the interfering beam to the
serving beam is reduced, so that the interfering beam
can still normally serve a terminal in a cell in which the
second device is located.
[0059] FIG. 4 (a) describes the scenario in which the
operation of determining the interfering beam is per-
formed by the second device. The following describes,
with reference to FIG. 4 (b), a scenario in which the target
terminal determines the interfering beam, and a specific
procedure of the scenario includes the following steps.
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[0060] 405. The target terminal determines identifier
information of an interfering beam.
[0061] After performing beam training with the target
terminal, the second device can relatively precisely de-
termine the direction of the target terminal. In this case,
a beam sent by the second device in the direction is the
interfering beam.
[0062] In this embodiment, the target terminal deter-
mines the identifier information of the interfering beam.
Specifically, the target terminal may determine one or
more of a receiving angle at which the interfering beam
is received, a PMI of the interfering beam, or identifier
information of the target terminal, or may determine in-
formation in another form. This is not limited herein.
[0063] Particularly, in this step, the identifier informa-
tion of the interfering beam may be alternatively deter-
mined by the second device, and then the target terminal
obtains the identifier information from the second device.
The identifier information, of the interfering beam, deter-
mined by the second device may include one or more of
a transmit angle for transmitting the interfering beam, a
transmit matrix for transmitting the interfering beam, or
identifier information of the target terminal that receives
the interfering beam, or may be information in another
form. This is not limited herein.
[0064] 406. The target terminal instructs one of a first
device and the second device to perform transmission
coordination with the other device.
[0065] After determining the identifier information of
the interfering beam, the target terminal instructs one of
the first device and the second device to perform trans-
mission coordination with the other device, to reduce in-
terference from the interfering beam to the target termi-
nal.
[0066] Specifically, the target terminal may send a first
advertisement message (not shown in the figure) to the
second device, and the first advertisement message in-
cludes identifier information of the first device and the
identifier information, of the interfering beam, determined
by the target terminal in step 405. In this way, after re-
ceiving the first advertisement message, the second de-
vice can perform transmission coordination with the first
device, to reduce the interference from the interfering
beam to the target terminal.
[0067] The target terminal may alternatively send a
second advertisement message (not shown in the figure)
to the first device, and the second advertisement mes-
sage includes identifier information of the second device
and the identifier information, of the interfering beam, de-
termined by the target terminal in step 405. In this way,
after receiving the second advertisement message, the
first device can perform transmission coordination with
the second device, to reduce the interference from the
interfering beam to the target terminal. Only an example
in which the target terminal may send the second adver-
tisement message to the first device is used in FIG. 4 (b)
for description.
[0068] 407. The first device performs transmission co-

ordination with the second device.
[0069] After receiving the second advertisement mes-
sage sent by the target terminal, the first device performs
transmission coordination with the second device ac-
cording to the second advertisement message, to reduce
the interference from the interfering beam to the target
terminal.
[0070] Specifically, the first device may send a coordi-
nation message to the second device, and the coordina-
tion message includes the identifier information of the
interfering beam. After receiving the coordination mes-
sage, the second device may directly disable the inter-
fering beam or reduce a power of the interfering beam,
and a quantity by which the second device reduces the
power is determined after the second device negotiates
with the first device. The coordination message may fur-
ther include a resource used on a serving beam (including
a time-frequency resource and/or a code resource), so
that the second device can reduce, on the interfering
beam, use of the resource used on the serving beam,
such as reducing, on the interfering beam, a power of
the time-frequency resource used on the serving beam,
partially reducing use of the time-frequency resource
and/or the code resource used on the serving beam, or
not using the time-frequency resource and/or the code
resource used on the serving beam. In this way, the pow-
er of the interfering beam does not need to be greatly
reduced while the interference from the interfering beam
to the serving beam is reduced, so that the interfering
beam can still normally serve another terminal.
[0071] If the target terminal sends the first advertise-
ment message to the second device in step 406, the sec-
ond device performs transmission coordination with the
first device in step 407. A method in step 407 is basically
the same as that in step 404, and details are not described
herein again.
[0072] For step 406 and step 407, refer to related con-
tent that is in step 304 and step 305 in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 3 and that is about sending, by the target
terminal, the notification message to the first device, and
performing, by the first device, transmission coordination
with the second device.
[0073] The embodiments shown in FIG. 4 (a) and FIG.
4 (b) are applicable to a scenario in which a device nor-
mally communicates with a terminal, where the target
terminal performs beam training with the second device,
to determine the identifier information of the interfering
beam, so that the first device and the second device can
reduce, by means of transmission coordination, the in-
terference caused by the interfering beam. In addition,
in the method provided in this embodiment of the present
invention, the interference is reduced by means of coor-
dination among the first device, the target terminal, and
the second device, without statically configuring that
edge-users in adjacent cells use inter-frequency resourc-
es. Therefore, inter-device interference coordination can
be implemented in high-frequency cells.
[0074] It should be noted that, in the prior art, trans-
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mission coordination is also performed between the first
device and the second device. For example, in the prior
art, if the first device determines that the interfering beam
affects the serving beam, the first device notifies the sec-
ond device of the time-frequency resource used on the
serving beam. In this case, on a corresponding time-fre-
quency resource in a cell-edge area, the second device
stops sending data or sends data by reducing a power.
However, different resources are no longer configured
for a cell-edge area and a cell-center area in a high-fre-
quency cell. Therefore, in this method, the second device
needs to restrict use of the resource on all beams. This
undoubtedly reduces spectrum utilization efficiency of a
system greatly. However, in this embodiment, use of a
corresponding resource is restricted only on the interfer-
ing beam. In this way, the system can maintain relatively
high spectrum utilization efficiency.
[0075] It may be understood that the target terminal
needs to request to perform beam training with the sec-
ond device only when a beam sent by the second device
causes interference to the target terminal. Therefore, the
target terminal may first determine whether the beam
sent by the second device causes interference to the
target terminal. If a determining result is that the beam
causes interference to the target terminal, an operation
in step 401 is triggered.
[0076] For example, there are many specific determin-
ing methods:

Method 1: The target terminal measures the serving
beam, to obtain a service measurement quantity,
and if the target terminal determines that the service
measurement quantity is less than a first preset val-
ue, it indicates that the serving beam has poor signal
quality and is easy to be interfered with, and the op-
eration in step 401 is triggered.
Method 2: The target terminal measures a received
beam sent by the second device, to obtain an inter-
ference measurement quantity, and if the target ter-
minal determines that the interference measurement
quantity is greater than a second preset value, it in-
dicates that the beam sent by the interfering terminal
causes excessively large interference, and the op-
eration in step 401 is triggered.
Method 3: The target terminal measures the serving
beam, to obtain a service measurement quantity,
and measures a received beam sent by the second
device, to obtain an interference measurement
quantity, and if a difference between the service
measurement quantity and the interference meas-
urement quantity is less than a third preset value, it
indicates that the beam sent by the second device
causes relatively large interference to the serving
beam, and the operation in step 401 is triggered.
Method 4: The first device determines whether the
target terminal performs beam training with the sec-
ond device; if the first device determines that the
beam sent by the second device causes interference

to the serving beam, the first device sends an indi-
cation message to the target terminal, where the in-
dication message is used to instruct the target ter-
minal to perform beam training with the second de-
vice; and after the target terminal receives the indi-
cation message, the operation in step 401 is trig-
gered.

[0077] Values of the first preset value, the second pre-
set value, and the third preset value may be positive num-
bers, negative numbers, or 0, and this is not limited in
this embodiment of the present invention. Alternatively,
the operation in step 401 may be triggered by using an-
other method, and this is not limited in this embodiment
of the present invention.
[0078] The service measurement quantity is used to
represent a measurement quantity of the serving beam,
and the interference measurement quantity is used to
represent a measurement quantity of the beam sent by
the second device. A measurement quantity of a beam
may be a parameter in many forms, including an RSRP,
RSRQ, or a signal-to-noise ratio of the beam, or another
parameter. In this embodiment, a larger measurement
quantity indicates better signal quality of a beam. In an
actual application scenario, if a smaller measurement
quantity indicates better signal quality of a beam, the
method 1 may be adaptively changed into the following
step: If the target terminal determines that the service
measurement quantity is greater than the first preset val-
ue, the operation in step 401 is triggered; the method 2
may be adaptively changed into the following step: If the
target terminal determines that the interference meas-
urement quantity is less than the second preset value,
the operation in step 401 is triggered; the method 3 may
be adaptively changed into the following step: If the dif-
ference between the interference measurement quantity
and the service measurement quantity is less than the
third preset value, the operation in step 401 is triggered.
[0079] To facilitate understanding of the foregoing em-
bodiments, the following uses one specific application
scenario of the foregoing embodiments as an example
for description.
[0080] In a wireless communications system, there are
two adjacent cells: a cell A and a cell B, and a base station
A serves UE in the cell A and a base station B serves
UE in the cell B.
[0081] When the wireless communications system is
started, the base station A successively sends polling
beams in six directions by using the base station A as a
center, and a beam 1 A, a beam 2A, a beam 3A, a beam
4A, a beam 5A, and a beam 6A are used herein to rep-
resent the six polling beams. An included angle between
each two polling beams is 60°, and each polling beam
carries identifier information of the beam. Likewise, the
base station B also successively sends polling beams in
six directions by using the base station B as a center,
and a beam 1B, a beam 2B, a beam 3B, a beam 4B, a
beam 5B, and a beam 6B are used herein to represent
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the six polling beams. An included angle between each
two polling beams is 60°, and each polling beam carries
identifier information of the beam.
[0082] Target UE in the cell A is located in coverage
of the beam 2A and coverage of the beam 5B, and there-
fore receives the beam 2A sent by the base station A and
the beam 5B sent by the base station B. In this case, the
target terminal separately measures RSRQ of the beam
2A and RSRQ of the beam 5B, compares measurement
results, and learns that a difference between the RSRQ
of the beam 2A and the RSRQ of the beam 5B is less
than a first threshold, so that the target UE determines
that the beam 5B causes relatively large interference to
the beam 2A. In this case, the target UE sends a first
message to the base station A, and the first message
includes identifier information of the beam 5B.
[0083] After receiving the first message sent by the tar-
get UE, the base station A may learn that the beam 5B
transmitted by the base station B causes interference to
the target UE in the cell A. In this case, the base station
A sends a second message to the base station B, and
the second message includes a time-frequency resource
used on the beam 2A. After receiving the second mes-
sage, the base station B does not use, on the beam 5B,
the time-frequency resource used on the beam 2A. In
this way, transmission coordination between the base
station A and the base station B is implemented.
[0084] After beam polling, the base station A deter-
mines an approximate location of the target UE. In this
case, the base station A uses a BF technology and a
pencil beam A to serve the target UE. In this case, the
base station B also uses a pencil beam to serve the UE
in the cell B.
[0085] When receiving the pencil beam A sent by the
base station A, the target UE can further receive a beam
sent by the base station B. The beam sent by the base
station B does not carry identifier information of the beam,
and therefore the target UE cannot determine which
beam is received from the base station B.
[0086] The target UE measures RSRQ of the received
pencil beam A, and measures RSRQ of the received
beam sent by the base station B. After comparing meas-
urement results, the target UE learns that a difference
between the RSRQ of the pencil beam A and the RSRQ
of the beam sent by the base station B is less than a
second threshold, so that the target UE determines that
the beam sent by the base station B causes relatively
large interference to the pencil beam A. In this case, the
target UE sends a third message to the base station B,
and the third message is used by the target UE to request
to perform beam training with the base station B, to de-
termine which beam is received by the target UE from
the base station B.
[0087] After receiving the third message, the base sta-
tion B performs beam training with the target UE. The
target UE determines, by means of beam training, that
the target UE receives a pencil beam B sent by the base
station B. In this case, the target UE sends a fourth mes-

sage to the base station A, and the fourth message in-
cludes identifier information of the base station B and
identifier information of the pencil beam B. After receiving
the fourth message, the base station A may determine
that the pencil beam B sent by the base station B causes
interference to the target UE. In this case, the base station
A sends a fifth message to the base station B, and the
fifth message includes a time-frequency resource used
on the pencil beam A. After receiving the fifth message,
the base station B does not use, on the pencil beam B,
the time-frequency resource used on the pencil beam A.
In this way, transmission coordination between the base
station A and the base station B is implemented.
[0088] The inter-device coordination method and the
beam training method provided in the present invention
are described in the foregoing embodiments. The follow-
ing describes a related apparatus, to implement the fore-
going methods. An inter-device coordination apparatus
provided in the present invention is applicable to a device
in a wireless communications system. The wireless com-
munications system includes at least a target terminal, a
first device that provides a service for the target terminal,
and a second device that causes interference to the first
device. Generally, the first device and the second device
are located in adjacent cells, or may not be located in
adjacent cells. This is not limited herein. The first device
and the second device may exchange data by using a
high-speed interface (for example, an interface between
base stations). The present invention separately pro-
vides inter-device coordination apparatuses applicable
to the target terminal, the first device, and the second
device, and descriptions are separately provided in the
following.
[0089] Referring to FIG. 5, a basic structure of an inter-
device coordination apparatus applicable to a first device
according to an embodiment of the present invention in-
cludes: a signal transmission module 501 and a signal
receiving module 502.
[0090] The signal transmission module 501 is config-
ured to send a first beam to a target terminal. The first
beam may be a slender beam obtained by means of
beamforming, or may be a polling beam received by the
target terminal, or may be another type of beam. This is
not limited herein.
[0091] The signal receiving module 502 is configured
to receive a notification message sent by the target ter-
minal. After receiving the first beam sent by the signal
transmission module 501, the target terminal further re-
ceives a second beam sent by a second device. When
determining that the first beam is interfered with by the
second beam, the target terminal sends the notification
message to the first device. The notification message is
used to indicate that the second beam causes interfer-
ence to the first beam, and the notification message in-
cludes identifier information of the second beam. After
receiving the notification message, the signal receiving
module 502 can determine that the second beam causes
interference to the first beam.
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[0092] The signal transmission module 501 is further
configured to send, to the second device according to
the notification message received by the signal receiving
module 502, a coordination message that is used to re-
quest to perform transmission coordination with the sec-
ond device, to perform transmission coordination with
the second device to reduce the interference from the
second beam to the first beam. The coordination mes-
sage includes the identifier information of the second
beam. Optionally, the coordination message may further
include information about a resource used on the first
beam.
[0093] It may be understood that the second device
also serves a terminal in a cell in which the second device
is located, and a beam transmitted by the first device is
also an interfering signal for the terminal in the cell in
which the second device is located. Therefore, the first
beam sent by the signal transmission module 501 may
also carry identifier information of the first beam, so that
the terminal in the cell in which the second device is lo-
cated determines a beam that causes interference to the
terminal.
[0094] Correspondingly, referring to FIG. 6, a basic
structure of an inter-device coordination apparatus ap-
plicable to a second device according to an embodiment
of the present invention includes: a signal transmission
module 601, a signal receiving module 602, and a trans-
mission coordination module 603.
[0095] The signal transmission module 601 is config-
ured to send a second beam to a target terminal. The
second beam may be a slender beam obtained by means
of beamforming, or may be a polling beam received by
the target terminal, or may be another type of beam. This
is not limited herein. The second beam carries identifier
information of the second beam. Because the second
device does not serve the target terminal, the second
beam sent by the signal transmission module 601 is an
interfering signal for the target terminal.
[0096] The signal receiving module 602 is configured
to receive a coordination message from a first device.
The first device serves the target terminal by using a first
beam, and if determining that the second beam causes
interference to the first beam, the first device sends the
coordination message to the second device, to indicate
that the first device requests to perform transmission co-
ordination with the second device. The coordination mes-
sage includes the identifier information of the second
beam. After receiving the coordination message, the sig-
nal receiving module 602 of the second device can de-
termine which beam sent by the second device causes
interference to the first beam.
[0097] The transmission coordination module 603 is
configured to adjust the second beam according to the
coordination message, to perform transmission coordi-
nation with the first device to reduce the interference from
the second beam to the first beam.
[0098] Optionally, the signal receiving module 602 may
also receive a notification message sent by the target

terminal, and the notification message includes the iden-
tifier information of the second beam. In this case, the
transmission coordination module 603 may perform
transmission coordination with the first device in the fol-
lowing manner: directly reducing a power of the second
beam or disabling the second beam; or determining, from
the first device by using an interface between devices, a
resource used on the first beam, and then not using, for
the second beam, the resource used on the first beam,
or reducing, on the second beam, a power of the resource
used on the first beam.
[0099] It should be noted that, any device in a wireless
communications network may provide, as the first device
does, a service for a device in a cell in which the device
is located, and cause, as the second device does, inter-
ference to a device in a neighboring cell. Therefore, the
modules shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 may also be located
on a same device in the wireless communications net-
work (for example, the first device may also have the
modules of the inter-device coordination apparatus
shown in FIG. 6, and the second device may also have
the modules of the inter-device coordination apparatus
shown in FIG. 5), and the modules shown in FIG. 5 and
FIG. 6 may be further split or combined. This is not limited
herein.
[0100] Correspondingly, referring to FIG. 7, a basic
structure of an inter-device coordination apparatus ap-
plicable to a target terminal according to an embodiment
of the present invention includes: a beam receiving mod-
ule 701, a beam measurement module 702, and a mes-
sage sending module 703.
[0101] The beam receiving module 701 is configured
to receive a first beam sent by a first device.
[0102] The beam measurement module 702 is config-
ured to measure the first beam, to obtain a first meas-
urement quantity. A measurement quantity of a beam
may be a parameter in many forms, and may specifically
include one or more of an RSRP of the beam, RSRQ of
the beam, or a signal-to-noise ratio of the beam, or may
be calculated according to some parameters thereof, or
may be another parameter. In this embodiment, a larger
measurement quantity indicates a better beam.
[0103] The beam receiving module 701 is configured
to receive a second beam sent by a second device. The
second beam carries identifier information of the second
beam.
[0104] The beam measurement module 702 is further
configured to measure the second beam, to obtain a sec-
ond measurement quantity.
[0105] The message sending module 703 is config-
ured to: when the first measurement quantity and the
second measurement quantity meet a preset condition,
determine that the second beam causes interference to
the first beam, and send a notification message to the
first device. The notification message includes the iden-
tifier information of the second beam. The preset condi-
tion may include many preset conditions. For example,
if the first measurement quantity and the second meas-
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urement quantity meet one or more of the following con-
ditions: the first measurement quantity is less than a first
preset value, the second measurement quantity is great-
er than a second preset value, or a difference between
the first measurement quantity and the second measure-
ment quantity is less than a third preset value, the mes-
sage sending module 703 determines that the first meas-
urement quantity and the second measurement quantity
meet the preset condition. The difference between the
first measurement quantity and the second measure-
ment quantity is obtained by subtracting the second
measurement quantity from the first measurement quan-
tity, and the first preset value, the second preset value,
and the third preset value may be positive numbers, neg-
ative numbers, or 0.
[0106] Optionally, the message sending module 703
may also send the notification message to the second
device. The notification message includes the identifier
information of the second beam.
[0107] Particularly, in a running process of a wireless
communications system, the target terminal may receive,
a plurality of times at different moments, beams sent by
the first device. In this case, the beam receiving module
701 may use, as the first beam, any one beam in the
received beams sent by the first device; or use, as the
first beam, a beam that has best signal quality in the
received beams sent by the first device; or use, as the
first beam, a specified beam in the received beams sent
by the first device. More particularly, the beam receiving
module 701 may use, as the first beam, a set of the plu-
rality of received beams sent by the first device. In this
case, that the beam measurement module 702 measures
the first beam means measuring each beam in the first
beam, where an obtained measurement quantity is an
average value (which may be an arithmetic average val-
ue or a weighted average value) of measurement quan-
tities of all the beams in the first beam.
[0108] Similar to the foregoing paragraph, the beam
receiving module 701 may use, as the second beam, any
one beam in received beams sent by the second device;
or use, as the second beam, a beam that has best signal
quality in received beams sent by the second device; or
use, as the second beam, a specified beam in received
beams sent by the second device. More particularly, the
beam receiving module 701 may use, as the second
beam, a set of a plurality of received beams sent by the
second device. In this case, that the beam measurement
module 702 measures the second beam means meas-
uring each beam in the second beam, where an obtained
measurement quantity is an average value (which may
be an arithmetic average value or a weighted average
value) of measurement quantities of all the beams in the
second beam.
[0109] Particularly, in some embodiments of the
present invention, a smaller measurement quantity of a
beam may indicate a better beam. In this case, when the
first measurement quantity and the second measure-
ment quantity meet one or more of the following condi-

tions: the first measurement quantity is greater than the
first preset value, the second measurement quantity is
less than the second preset value, or the difference be-
tween the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity is greater than the third preset
value, the message sending module 703 may determine
that the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity meet the preset condition.
[0110] For interaction between the inter-device coor-
dination apparatuses separately provided in FIG. 5, FIG.
6, and FIG. 7, refer to the embodiment shown in FIG. 3.
Details are not described herein.
[0111] According to the inter-device coordination ap-
paratuses separately provided in FIG. 5, FIG. 6, and FIG.
7, the first device can determine an interfering beam, and
further perform coordination with the second device, to
reduce interference caused by the interfering beam. In
addition, according to the apparatus provided in the em-
bodiments of the present invention, the interference is
reduced by means of coordination among the first device,
the target terminal, and the second device, without stat-
ically configuring that edge-users in adjacent cells use
inter-frequency resources. Therefore, inter-device inter-
ference coordination can be implemented in high-fre-
quency cells.
[0112] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a beam training apparatus, applicable to a sec-
ond device. Referring to FIG. 8, a structure of the beam
training apparatus includes: a message receiving module
801 and a beam training module 802.
[0113] The message receiving module 801 is config-
ured to receive a request message sent by a target ter-
minal. The request message is used to indicate that the
target terminal requests to perform beam training with
the second device.
[0114] The beam training module 802 is configured to:
after the message receiving module 801 receives the re-
quest message, perform beam training with the target
terminal.
[0115] A result of the beam training performed by the
beam training module 802 with the target terminal is used
to determine a direction of the target terminal and further
determine an interfering beam sent by the second device
in the direction. An operation of determining the interfer-
ing beam may be performed by the second device, or
may be performed by the target terminal. If the operation
is performed by the second device, the beam training
apparatus applicable to the second device further in-
cludes an optional module: an interference determining
module 803.
[0116] The interference determining module 803 is
configured to determine, according to a result of the beam
training with the target terminal, identifier information of
an interfering beam that causes interference to the target
terminal. Specifically, the interference determining mod-
ule 803 may determine one or more of a transmit angle
for transmitting the interfering beam, a transmit matrix
for transmitting the interfering beam, or identifier infor-
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mation of the target terminal that receives the interfering
beam, or may determine information in another form. This
is not limited herein. Particularly, in this step, the identifier
information of the interfering beam may be alternatively
determined by the target terminal, and then the interfer-
ence determining module 803 obtains the identifier infor-
mation from the target terminal. The identifier informa-
tion, of the interfering beam, determined by the target
terminal may specifically include one or more of a receiv-
ing angle at which the target terminal receives the inter-
fering beam, a precoding matrix indicator of the interfer-
ing beam, or identifier information of the target terminal,
or may be information in another form. This is not limited
herein.
[0117] Optionally, the beam training apparatus further
includes an optional module: a transmission coordination
module 804.
[0118] The transmission coordination module 804 is
configured to: after the interference determining module
803 determines the identifier information of the interfering
beam that causes interference to the target terminal, ad-
just the interfering beam according to the determined
identifier information of the interfering beam, to perform
transmission coordination with a first device to reduce
the interference from the interfering beam to the target
terminal. Specifically, the transmission coordination
module 804 may directly reduce a power of the interfering
beam or disable the interfering beam. In addition, if the
first device uses a serving beam to provide a service for
the target terminal, the first device may determine infor-
mation about a resource (including a time-frequency re-
source and/or a code resource) used on the serving
beam, and notify the second device of the information.
After determining, from the first device, the resource used
on the serving beam, the transmission coordination mod-
ule 804 of the second device may reduce, on the inter-
fering beam, use of the resource used on the serving
beam, such as reducing, on the interfering beam, a power
of the time-frequency resource used on the serving
beam, partially reducing use of the time-frequency re-
source and/or the code resource used on the serving
beam, or not using the time-frequency resource and/or
the code resource used on the serving beam. In this way,
the power of the interfering beam does not need to be
greatly reduced while the interference from the interfering
beam to the serving beam is reduced, so that the inter-
fering beam can still normally serve a terminal in a cell
in which the second device is located.
[0119] Correspondingly, an embodiment of the present
invention further provides a beam training apparatus ap-
plicable to a target terminal. Referring to FIG. 9, a basic
structure of the beam training apparatus includes: a mes-
sage sending module 901 and a beam training module
902.
[0120] The message sending module 901 is config-
ured to send a request message to a second device. The
request message is used to request to perform beam
training with a second device.

[0121] The beam training module 902 is configured to:
after the request message is sent, perform beam training
with the second device.
[0122] It may be understood that the target terminal
needs to request to perform beam training with the sec-
ond device only when a beam sent by the second device
causes interference to the target terminal. Therefore, the
beam training apparatus applicable to the target terminal
further includes an optional module: a beam measure-
ment module 903, which is specifically configured to:

measure a serving beam, to obtain a service meas-
urement quantity of the serving beam, where the
serving beam is a beam that is used by a first device
to serve the target terminal, and if the service meas-
urement quantity is less than a first preset value,
trigger the message sending module 901 to perform
the step of sending a request message to a second
device; or
measure a received beam sent by the second de-
vice, to obtain an interference measurement quan-
tity, and if the interference measurement quantity is
greater than a second preset value, trigger the mes-
sage sending module 901 to perform the step of
sending a request message to a second device; or
measure a serving beam, to obtain a service meas-
urement quantity, measure a received beam sent by
the second device, to obtain an interference meas-
urement quantity, and if a difference between the
service measurement quantity and the interference
measurement quantity is less than a third preset val-
ue, trigger the message sending module 901 to per-
form the step of sending a request message to a
second device.

[0123] Values of the first preset value, the second pre-
set value, and the third preset value may be positive num-
bers, negative numbers, or 0, and this is not limited in
this embodiment of the present invention. Alternatively,
another method may be used to trigger the message
sending module 901 to perform the step of sending a
request message to a second device. This is not limited
in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0124] The service measurement quantity is used to
represent a measurement quantity of the serving beam,
and the interference measurement quantity is used to
represent a measurement quantity of the beam sent by
the second device. A measurement quantity of a beam
may be a parameter in many forms, including an RSRP,
RSRQ, or a signal-to-noise ratio of the beam, or another
parameter.
[0125] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 9, a larger
measurement quantity indicates better signal quality of
a beam. In an actual application scenario, if a smaller
measurement quantity indicates better signal quality of
a beam, the beam measurement module 903 may be
adaptively changed, to be configured to: if the target ter-
minal determines that the service measurement quantity
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is greater than the first preset value, trigger the message
sending module 901 to perform the step of sending a
request message to a second device; if the target terminal
determines that the interference measurement quantity
is less than the second preset value, trigger the message
sending module 901 to perform the step of sending a
request message to a second device; or if the difference
between the interference measurement quantity and the
service measurement quantity is less than the third pre-
set value, trigger the message sending module 901 to
perform the step of sending a request message to a sec-
ond device.
[0126] Optionally, whether the beam sent by the sec-
ond device causes interference to the target terminal may
be determined by the first device. In this case, the beam
training apparatus further includes an optional module:
a message receiving module 904.
[0127] The message receiving module 904 is config-
ured to: when receiving an indication message sent by
the first device, and the indication message instructs the
target terminal to perform beam training with the second
device, trigger the message sending module 901 to per-
form the step of sending a request message to a second
device.
[0128] If an operation of determining an interfering
beam is performed by the target terminal, the beam train-
ing apparatus applicable to the target terminal further in-
cludes an optional module: an interference determining
module 905.
[0129] The interference determining module 905 is
configured to determine, according to a result of the beam
training with the second device, identifier information of
an interfering beam that causes interference to the target
terminal. Optionally, the interference determining module
is specifically configured to determine one or more of a
receiving angle at which the interfering beam is received,
a PMI of the interfering beam, or identifier information of
the target terminal, or may determine information in an-
other form. This is not limited herein. Particularly, the
identifier information of the interfering beam may be al-
ternatively determined by the second device, and then
the interference determining module 905 obtains the
identifier information from the second device. The iden-
tifier information, of the interfering beam, determined by
the second device may include one or more of a transmit
angle for transmitting the interfering beam, a transmit ma-
trix for transmitting the interfering beam, or identifier in-
formation of the target terminal that receives the interfer-
ing beam, or may be information in another form. This is
not limited herein.
[0130] Optionally, after the beam training apparatus
determines the identifier information of the interfering
beam, the message sending module 901 is further con-
figured to:

send a first advertisement message to the second
device, where the first advertisement message in-
cludes identifier information of the first device and

the identifier information of the interfering beam, so
that after receiving the first advertisement message,
the second device can perform transmission coordi-
nation with the first device, to reduce the interference
from the interfering beam to the target terminal; or
send a second advertisement message to the first
device, where the second advertisement message
includes identifier information of the second device
and the identifier information of the interfering beam,
so that after receiving the second advertisement
message, the first device can perform transmission
coordination with the second device, to reduce the
interference from the interfering beam to the target
terminal.

[0131] For the transmission coordination between the
first device and the second device, refer to related de-
scriptions in FIG. 4 (a) and FIG. 4 (b). Details are not
described herein again.
[0132] For interaction between the beam training ap-
paratuses separately provided in FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, refer
to related descriptions in FIG. 4 (a) and FIG. 4 (b). Details
are not described herein.
[0133] In the embodiments shown in FIG. 8 and FIG.
9, the target terminal performs beam training with the
second device, to determine the identifier information of
the interfering beam, so that the first device and the sec-
ond device can perform transmission coordination to re-
duce the interference caused by the interfering beam. In
addition, according to the apparatus provided in the
present invention, the interference is reduced by means
of coordination among the first device, the target terminal,
and the second device, without statically configuring that
edge-users in adjacent cells use inter-frequency resourc-
es. Therefore, inter-device interference coordination can
be implemented in high-frequency cells.
[0134] For application scenarios of the embodiments
shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 9, refer to an application scenario
of the foregoing method. Details are not described herein.
[0135] The foregoing describes the inter-device coor-
dination apparatus in the embodiments of the present
invention from a perspective of a unit functional entity.
The following describes the inter-device coordination ap-
paratus in the embodiments of the present invention from
a perspective of hardware processing. Referring to FIG.
10, another embodiment of an inter-device coordination
apparatus1000 applicable to a first device in an embod-
iment of the present invention includes:
an input apparatus 1001, an output apparatus 1002, a
processor 1003, and a memory 1004 (there may be one
or more processors 1003 in the inter-device coordination
apparatus 1000, and one processor 1003 is used as an
example in FIG. 10). In some embodiments of the present
invention, the input apparatus 1001, the output apparatus
1002, the processor 1003, and the memory 1004 may
be connected by using a bus or in another manner, for
example, connected by using a bus in FIG. 10.
[0136] By invoking an operation instruction stored in
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the memory 1004, the processor 1003 is configured to
perform the following steps:

sending a first beam to a target terminal;
receiving a notification message sent by the target
terminal, where the notification message is used to
indicate that the first beam is interfered with by a
second beam sent by a second device, and the no-
tification message includes identifier information of
the second beam; and
sending, to the second device according to the no-
tification message, a coordination message that is
used to request to perform transmission coordination
with the second device, where the coordination mes-
sage includes the identifier information of the second
beam.

[0137] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the coordination message further includes information
about a resource used on the first beam.
[0138] Referring to FIG. 11, another embodiment of an
inter-device coordination apparatus applicable to a sec-
ond device in an embodiment of the present invention
includes:
an input apparatus 1101, an output apparatus 1102, a
processor 1103, and a memory 1104 (there may be one
or more processors 1103 in an inter-device coordination
apparatus 1100, and one processor 1103 is used as an
example in FIG. 11). In some embodiments of the present
invention, the input apparatus 1101, the output apparatus
1102, the processor 1103, and the memory 1104 may
be connected by using a bus or in another manner, for
example, connected by using a bus in FIG. 11.
[0139] By invoking an operation instruction stored in
the memory 1104, the processor 1103 is configured to
perform the following steps:

sending a second beam to a target terminal, where
the second beam carries identifier information of the
second beam;
receiving a coordination message from a first device,
where the coordination message includes the iden-
tifier information of the second beam, and the coor-
dination message is used to indicate that the first
device requests to perform transmission coordina-
tion with the second device; and
adjusting the second beam according to the coordi-
nation message, to perform transmission coordina-
tion with the first device.

[0140] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1103 is further configured to perform the
following steps:

reducing a power of the second beam according to
the coordination message; or
disabling the second beam according to the coordi-
nation message; and/or

when the coordination message further includes in-
formation about a resource used on a first beam,
reducing, on the second beam according to the co-
ordination message, use of the resource used on the
first beam.

[0141] Referring to FIG. 12, another embodiment of an
inter-device coordination apparatus applicable to a target
terminal in an embodiment of the present invention in-
cludes:
an input apparatus 1201, an output apparatus 1202, a
processor 1203, and a memory 1204 (there may be one
or more processors 1203 in an inter-device coordination
apparatus 1200, and one processor 1203 is used as an
example in FIG. 12). In some embodiments of the present
invention, the input apparatus 1201, the output apparatus
1202, the processor 1203, and the memory 1204 may
be connected by using a bus or in another manner, for
example, connected by using a bus in FIG. 12.
[0142] By invoking an operation instruction stored in
the memory 1204, the processor 1203 is configured to
perform the following steps:

receiving a first beam sent by a first device, and
measuring the first beam, to obtain a first measure-
ment quantity;
receiving a second beam sent by a second device,
and measuring the second beam, to obtain a second
measurement quantity, where the second beam car-
ries identifier information of the second beam; and
if the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity meet a preset condition,
sending a notification message to the first device,
where the notification message includes the identi-
fier information of the second beam.

[0143] In some embodiments of the present invention,
that the first measurement quantity and the second
measurement quantity meet a preset condition includes:

the first measurement quantity is less than a first
preset value; and/or
the second measurement quantity is greater than a
second preset value; and/or
a difference between the first measurement quantity
and the second measurement quantity is less than
a third preset value.

[0144] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the first beam includes any one of the following beams:
any one beam in polling beams that are received by the
target terminal and are sent by the first device, a beam
that has best signal quality in polling beams that are re-
ceived by the target terminal and are sent by the first
device, or a specified beam in polling beams that are
received by the target terminal and are sent by the first
device; or
the first beam is specifically a set of a plurality of polling
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beams that are received by the target terminal and are
sent by the first device, where the first measurement
quantity is an average value of measurement quantities
of beams in the first beam.
[0145] Referring to FIG. 13, another embodiment of a
beam training apparatus applicable to a second device
in an embodiment of the present invention includes:
an input apparatus 1301, an output apparatus 1302, a
processor 1303, and a memory 1304 (there may be one
or more processors 1303 in a beam training apparatus
1300, and one processor 1303 is used as an example in
FIG. 13). In some embodiments of the present invention,
the input apparatus 1301, the output apparatus 1302, the
processor 1303, and the memory 1304 may be connect-
ed by using a bus or in another manner, for example,
connected by using a bus in FIG. 13.
[0146] By invoking an operation instruction stored in
the memory 1304, the processor 1303 is configured to
perform the following steps:

receiving a request message sent by a target termi-
nal, where the request message is used to indicate
that the target terminal requests to perform beam
training with the second device; and
after receiving the request message, performing
beam training with the target terminal.

[0147] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1303 is further configured to perform the
following step:
determining, according to a result of the beam training
with the target terminal, identifier information of an inter-
fering beam that causes interference to the target termi-
nal.
[0148] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1303 is further configured to perform the
following steps:

determining a transmit angle at which the second
device transmits the interfering beam; and/or
determining a transmit matrix used by the second
device to transmit the interfering beam; and/or
determining identifier information of the target termi-
nal that receives the interfering beam; and/or
receiving, from the target terminal, the identifier in-
formation of the interfering beam.

[0149] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1303 is further configured to perform the
following step:
adjusting the interfering beam according to the deter-
mined identifier information of the interfering beam, to
perform transmission coordination with a first device.
[0150] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1303 is further configured to perform the
following steps:

reducing a power of the interfering beam; or

disabling the interfering beam; and/or
when the first device communicates with the target
terminal by using a serving beam, determining, by
the processor 1303 from the first device, information
about a resource used on the serving beam, and
reducing, on the interfering beam, use of the re-
source used on the serving beam.

[0151] Referring to FIG. 14, another embodiment of a
beam training apparatus applicable to a target terminal
in an embodiment of the present invention includes:
an input apparatus 1401, an output apparatus 1402, a
processor 1403, and a memory 1404 (there may be one
or more processors 1403 in a beam training apparatus
1400, and one processor 1403 is used as an example in
FIG. 14). In some embodiments of the present invention,
the input apparatus 1401, the output apparatus 1402, the
processor 1403, and the memory 1404 may be connect-
ed by using a bus or in another manner, for example,
connected by using a bus in FIG. 14.
[0152] By invoking an operation instruction stored in
the memory 1404, the processor 1403 is configured to
perform the following steps:

sending a request message to a second device,
where the request message is used to request to
perform beam training with the second device; and
after sending the request message, performing
beam training with the second device.

[0153] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1403 is further configured to perform the
following steps:

measuring a serving beam, to obtain a service meas-
urement quantity; and if determining that the service
measurement quantity is less than a first preset val-
ue, triggering the step of sending a request message
to a second device; or
measuring a received beam sent by the second de-
vice, to obtain an interference measurement quan-
tity; and if determining that the interference meas-
urement quantity is greater than a second preset val-
ue, triggering the step of sending a request message
to a second device; or
measuring a serving beam, to obtain a service meas-
urement quantity, measuring a received beam sent
by the second device, to obtain an interference
measurement quantity, and if a difference between
the service measurement quantity and the interfer-
ence measurement quantity is less than a third pre-
set value, triggering the step of sending a request
message to a second device; or
if receiving an indication message sent by a first de-
vice, and the indication message is used to instruct
to perform beam training with the second device, trig-
gering the step of sending a request message to a
second device.
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[0154] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1403 is further configured to perform the
following step:
determining, according to a result of the beam training
with the second device, identifier information of an inter-
fering beam that causes interference to the target termi-
nal.
[0155] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1403 is further configured to perform the
following steps:

determining a receiving angle at which the target ter-
minal receives the interfering beam; and/or
determining a precoding matrix indicator PMI of the
interfering beam; and/or
determining identifier information of the target termi-
nal; and/or
receiving, from the second device, the identifier in-
formation of the interfering beam.

[0156] In some embodiments of the present invention,
the processor 1403 is further configured to perform the
following step:

sending a first advertisement message to the second
device, where the first advertisement message in-
cludes identifier information of the first device and
the identifier information that is of the interfering
beam and that is determined by the target terminal; or
sending a second advertisement message to the first
device, where the second advertisement message
includes identifier information of the second device
and the identifier information that is of the interfering
beam and that is determined by the target terminal.

[0157] The present invention further provides a related
device, including one or more of the inter-device coordi-
nation apparatus shown in FIG. 5, the inter-device coor-
dination apparatus shown in FIG. 6, the beam training
apparatus shown in FIG. 8, the inter-device coordination
apparatus shown in FIG. 10, the inter-device coordination
apparatus shown in FIG. 11, or the beam training appa-
ratus shown in FIG. 13.
[0158] The present invention further provides a related
terminal, including one or more of the inter-device coor-
dination apparatus shown in FIG. 7, the beam training
apparatus shown in FIG. 9, the inter-device coordination
apparatus shown in FIG. 12, or the beam training appa-
ratus shown in FIG. 14.
[0159] The present invention further provides a wire-
less communications system, including the device and
terminal described in the foregoing two paragraphs.
[0160] It may be clearly understood by persons skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding
process in the foregoing method embodiments. Details
are not described herein again.

[0161] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is only an example. For example, the unit divi-
sion is only logical function division and may be other
division in actual implementation. For example, a plurality
of units or components may be combined or integrated
into another system, or some features may be ignored
or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed
mutual couplings or direct couplings or communication
connections may be implemented by using some inter-
faces.
[0162] The indirect couplings or communication con-
nections between the apparatuses or units may be im-
plemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0163] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
according to actual requirements to achieve the objec-
tives of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0164] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of the present invention may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each of the units may exist alone phys-
ically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
The integrated unit may be implemented in a form of hard-
ware, or may be implemented in a form of a software
functional unit.
[0165] When the integrated unit is implemented in the
form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated unit may be stored
in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such
an understanding, the technical solutions of the present
invention essentially, or the part contributing to the prior
art, or all or some of the technical solutions may be im-
plemented in a form of a software product. The software
product is stored in a storage medium and includes sev-
eral instructions for instructing a computer device (which
may be a personal computer, a server, a network device,
or the like) to perform all or some of the steps of the
methods described in the embodiments of the present
invention. The foregoing storage medium includes: any
medium that can store program code, such as a USB
flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory
(ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory
(RAM, Random Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an
optical disc.

Claims

1. An inter-device coordination apparatus for a target
terminal in a wireless communications system,
wherein the wireless communications system further
comprises a first device that provides a service for
the target terminal, the wireless communications
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system further comprises a second device, and the
apparatus comprises:

a beam receiving module, configured to receive
a plurality of beams sent by the first device;
a beam measurement module, configured to
measure one or more first beams out of the plu-
rality of received beams, to obtain a first meas-
urement quantity, wherein
the beam receiving module is further configured
to receive a second beam sent by the second
device, wherein the second beam carries iden-
tifier information of the second beam; and
the beam measurement module is further con-
figured to measure the second beam, to obtain
a second measurement quantity; and
a message sending module, configured to:
when the first measurement quantity and/or the
second measurement quantity meet a preset
condition, send a notification message to the first
device, wherein the notification message com-
prises the identifier information of the second
beam; and
wherein the one or more first beams comprise
any one of the following beams: a beam that has
best signal quality in polling beams that are re-
ceived by the beam receiving module and are
sent by the first device, or a specified beam in
polling beams that are received by the beam re-
ceiving module and are sent by the first device;
or
a set of a plurality of polling beams that are re-
ceived by the beam receiving module and are
sent by the first device, wherein the first meas-
urement quantity is an average value of meas-
urement quantities of beams in the set.

2. The inter-device coordination apparatus according
to claim 1, wherein the preset condition comprises:

the first measurement quantity is less than a first
preset value; and/or
the second measurement quantity is greater
than a second preset value; and/or
a difference between the first measurement
quantity and the second measurement quantity
is less than a third preset value.

3. A wireless communications system, comprising the
inter-device coordination apparatus for the target ter-
minal of claims 1 or 2; the wireless communications
system further comprising:

an inter-device coordination apparatus, for the
first device in the wireless communications sys-
tem, wherein the first device is configured to pro-
vide a service for the target terminal in the wire-
less communications system, the wireless com-

munications system further comprises the sec-
ond device, and the apparatus comprises:

a signal transmission module, configured to
send the first beam to the target terminal;
and
a signal receiving module, configured to re-
ceive the notification message sent by the
target terminal, wherein the notification
message is used to indicate that the first
beam is interfered with by the second beam
sent by the second device, and the notifica-
tion message comprises identifier informa-
tion of the second beam, wherein

the signal transmission module is further config-
ured to send, to the second device according to
the notification message, a coordination mes-
sage that is used to request to perform trans-
mission coordination with the second device,
wherein the coordination message comprises
the identifier information of the second beam.

4. The wireless communications system according to
claim 3, wherein the coordination message further
comprises information about a resource used on the
first beam.

Patentansprüche

1. Koordinationseinrichtung zwischen Vorrichtungen
für ein Zielterminal in einem drahtlosen Kommuni-
kationssystem, wobei das drahtlose Kommunikati-
onssystem ferner eine erste Vorrichtung umfasst,
die einen Dienst für das Zielterminal bereitstellt, wo-
bei das drahtlose Kommunikationssystem ferner ei-
ne zweite Vorrichtung und die Einrichtung Folgen-
des umfasst:

ein Strahlempfangsmodul, das dafür konfigu-
riert ist, mehrere von der ersten Vorrichtung ge-
sendete Strahlen zu empfangen;
ein Strahlmessmodul, das dafür konfiguriert ist,
einen oder mehrere erste Strahlen aus den meh-
reren empfangenen Strahlen zu messen, um ei-
ne erste Messgröße zu erhalten, wobei das
Strahlempfangsmodul ferner dafür konfiguriert
ist, einen von der zweiten Vorrichtung gesende-
ten zweiten Strahl zu empfangen, wobei der
zweite Strahl Identifizierungsinformationen des
zweiten Strahls trägt; und
wobei das Strahlmessmodul ferner dafür konfi-
guriert ist, den zweiten Strahl zu messen, um
eine zweite Messgröße zu erhalten; und
ein Modul zum Senden von Mitteilungen, das
für Folgendes konfiguriert ist:
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eine Benachrichtigungsmitteilung an die
erste Vorrichtung zu senden, wenn die erste
Messgröße und/oder die zweite Messgröße
eine voreingestellte Bedingung erfüllen,
wobei die Benachrichtigungsmitteilung die
Identifizierungsinformationen des zweiten
Strahls umfasst; und
wobei der eine oder die mehreren ersten
Strahlen einen der folgenden Strahlen um-
fassen:

einen Strahl, der die besten Signalqua-
lität in Abrufstrahlen aufweist, die vom
Strahlempfangsmodul empfangen und
von der ersten Vorrichtung gesendet
werden, oder einen bestimmten Strahl
in Abrufstrahlen, die vom Strahlemp-
fangsmodul empfangen und von der
ersten Vorrichtung gesendet werden;
oder
einen Satz aus mehreren Abrufstrah-
len, die von dem Strahlempfangsmodul
empfangen und von der ersten Vorrich-
tung gesendet werden, wobei die erste
Messgröße ein Mittelwert von Mess-
größen von Strahlen in dem Satz ist.

2. Koordinationseinrichtung zwischen Vorrichtungen
nach Anspruch 1, wobei die voreingestellte Bedin-
gung Folgendes umfasst:
die erste Messgröße ist kleiner als ein erster vorein-
gestellter Wert; und/oder die zweite Messgröße ist
größer als ein zweiter voreingestellter Wert;
und/oder eine Differenz zwischen der ersten Mess-
größe und der zweiten Messgröße ist kleiner als ein
dritter voreingestellter Wert.

3. Drahtloses Kommunikationssystem, das die Koordi-
nationseinrichtung zwischen Vorrichtungen für das
Zielterminal nach den Ansprüchen 1 oder 2 umfasst;
wobei das drahtlose Kommunikationssystem ferner
Folgendes umfasst:
eine Koordinationseinrichtung zwischen Vorrichtun-
gen für die erste Vorrichtung in dem drahtlosen Kom-
munikationssystem, wobei die erste Vorrichtung da-
für konfiguriert ist, einen Dienst für das Zielterminal
in dem drahtlosen Kommunikationssystem bereitzu-
stellen, wobei das drahtlose Kommunikationssys-
tem ferner die zweite Vorrichtung und die Einrichtung
Folgendes umfasst:

ein Signalübertragungsmodul, das dafür konfi-
guriert ist, den ersten Strahl an das Zielterminal
zu senden; und
ein Signalempfangsmodul, das dafür konfigu-
riert ist, die von dem Zielterminal gesendete Be-
nachrichtigungsmitteilung zu empfangen, wobei
die Benachrichtigungsmitteilung verwendet

wird, um anzuzeigen, dass der erste Strahl
durch den von der zweiten Vorrichtung gesen-
deten zweiten Strahl gestört wird, und die Be-
nachrichtigungsmitteilung Identifizierungsinfor-
mationen des zweiten Strahls umfasst, wobei
das Signalübertragungsmodul ferner dafür kon-
figuriert ist, an die zweite Vorrichtung nach der
Benachrichtigungsmitteilung eine Koordinie-
rungsmitteilung zu senden, die verwendet wird,
um die Durchführung einer Übertragungskoor-
dination mit der zweiten Vorrichtung anzufor-
dern, wobei die Koordinierungsmitteilung die
Identifizierungsinformationen des zweiten
Strahls umfasst.

4. Drahtloses Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch
3, wobei die Koordinierungsmitteilung ferner Infor-
mationen über eine auf dem ersten Strahl verwen-
dete Ressource umfasst.

Revendications

1. Appareil de coordination inter-dispositifs pour un ter-
minal cible dans un système de communications
sans fil, le système de communications sans fil com-
prenant en outre un premier dispositif qui fournit un
service au terminal cible, le système de communi-
cations sans fil comprenant en outre un second dis-
positif, et l’appareil comprenant :

un module de réception de faisceaux, configuré
pour recevoir une pluralité de faisceaux envoyés
par le premier dispositif ;
un module de mesure de faisceau, configuré
pour mesurer un ou plusieurs premiers fais-
ceaux parmi la pluralité de faisceaux reçus, pour
obtenir une première quantité de mesure, le mo-
dule de réception de faisceaux étant en outre
configuré pour recevoir un second faisceau en-
voyé par le second dispositif, le second faisceau
portant des informations d’identification du se-
cond faisceau ; et
le module de mesure de faisceau étant en outre
configuré pour mesurer le second faisceau, pour
obtenir une seconde quantité de mesure ; et
un module d’envoi de messages, configuré
pour : lorsque la première quantité de mesure
et/ou la seconde quantité de mesure satisfont à
une condition prédéfinie, envoyer un message
de notification au premier dispositif, le message
de notification comprenant les informations
d’identification du second faisceau ; et
le ou les premiers faisceaux comprenant l’un
quelconque des faisceaux suivants :

un faisceau qui présente une meilleure qua-
lité de signal dans les faisceaux d’interro-
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gation qui sont reçus par le module de ré-
ception de faisceaux et qui sont envoyés
par le premier dispositif, ou un faisceau spé-
cifié dans les faisceaux d’interrogation qui
sont reçus par le module de réception de
faisceaux et qui sont envoyés par le premier
dispositif ; ou
un ensemble d’une pluralité de faisceaux
d’interrogation qui sont reçus par le module
de réception de faisceaux et envoyés par le
premier dispositif, la première quantité de
mesure étant une valeur moyenne des
quantités de mesure des faisceaux de l’en-
semble.

2. Appareil de coordination inter-dispositifs selon la re-
vendication 1, la condition prédéfinie comprenant :
la première quantité de mesure est inférieure à une
première valeur prédéfinie ; et/ou la seconde quan-
tité de mesure est supérieure à une deuxième valeur
prédéfinie ; et/ou une différence entre la première
quantité de mesure et la seconde quantité de mesure
est inférieure à une troisième valeur prédéfinie.

3. Système de communications sans fil, comprenant
l’appareil de coordination inter-dispositifs pour le ter-
minal cible des revendications 1 ou 2 ; le système
de communications sans fil comprenant en outre :

un appareil de coordination inter-dispositifs,
pour le premier dispositif dans le système de
communications sans fil, le premier dispositif
étant configuré pour fournir un service au termi-
nal cible dans le système de communications
sans fil, le système de communications sans fil
comprenant en outre le second dispositif, et l’ap-
pareil comprenant :

un module d’émission de signaux, configuré
pour envoyer le premier faisceau au termi-
nal cible ; et
un module de réception de signaux, confi-
guré pour recevoir le message de notifica-
tion envoyé par le terminal cible, le message
de notification étant utilisé pour indiquer que
le premier faisceau est perturbé par le se-
cond faisceau envoyé par le second dispo-
sitif, et le message de notification compre-
nant des informations d’identification du se-
cond faisceau,

le module d’émission de signaux étant en outre
configuré pour envoyer, au second dispositif
conformément au message de notification, un
message de coordination qui est utilisé pour de-
mander d’effectuer une coordination d’émission
avec le second dispositif, le message de coor-
dination comprenant les informations d’identifi-

cation du second faisceau.

4. Système de communications sans fil selon la reven-
dication 3, le message de coordination comprenant
en outre des informations à propos d’une ressource
utilisée sur le premier faisceau.
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